LWDAT write
- Dialogues
- Summaries of reading
- Answer questions giving opinions
- Descriptions of variety of things
  - TV Programs
  - Art
  - Artists

Basic understanding of present perfect commands indicative, present subjunctive intermediate high.

According
Descriptions
Narratives
Summaries of factual nature
LWDAT use + and – commands
Express personal feelings and ideas.

Makes references in writing to past, present, and future time in the indicative mood.

LWDAT use vocabulary in the following contexts:
- Extraordinary phenomena
- Work
- Control of violence
- Mixture of cultures
- Language learning

Play
Short stories
Excerpts from novel
Album
Novel

Begins to choose different reading strategies for various purposes:
- Skimming
- Read for main idea
- Follow directions
  (same as first three for Spanish 3)

Evolving understanding of the use of the subjunctive mood in the written text.

LWDAT use vocabulary in the previously mentioned themes.

LWDAT sufficiently understands conversation on topics related to:
- social gatherings, school, or work: everyday topics, common personal and family news, well-known current events.
- Descriptions of past, present, future events.
- LWDAT understand the language spoken with some regional variations of standard speech when a speaker converses on familiar topics.
- LDWAT understand face to face speech in the target language at a normal note.

Intermediate – High
LWDAT converse in a clearly participatory fashion on a variety of topics of personal interest.
LWDAT elicit vocabulary needed in order to express desired and precise meaning using conversational strategies such as questions, restatement, and paraphrasing.
LWDAT perform most communicative tasks associated with travel and school in the target culture including social situations with native speakers.
LWDAT use narration and description with increasing length and detail for a variety of topics in the indicative mood.
LWDAT use vocabulary in the previously mentioned themes.

Review of all culture.
LWDAT use vocabulary in the previously mentioned themes.
- Unexplained phenomena in the Hispanic world
- World of work in Hispanic countries
- How violence and justice affects society
- Fusion of Hispanic groups and their various celebrations
- Communication in a global society
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